
 

 



 

 



Hemispheres  Seeing through the Body and the Archetypal Spectrum 

 

The archetypal spectrum is how we see archetypal images, connecting the many colors of 

the rainbow as one. Borrowing from the electromagnetic or rainbow spectrum of experimental 

and theoretical scientist Michael Faraday, Jung created the archetypal spectrum to convey a 

psychology of sight in which “images and archetypal thoughts appear on the ultraviolet end of 

our scale, while emotions and impulses to action appear at the infrared end of the scale of 

psychic processes” (von Franz, 1992, p. 19). The visible light spectrum could be seen to 

represent the archetypal image or what humans could perceive with the much greater spectral 

range above and below it, representing the archetype per se which cannot be seen.  



 

In this model, the colors of the light spectrum are important, not only because Jung chose 

them as an example of how to envision the archetypal image and the soul, but also because they 

reflect the colors that humans see and paint. Both literally and metaphorically, the archetypal 

spectrum expresses a color pallet that translates to physical and psychological reality grounding 

the ‘lower’ feminine infrared end of the spectrum as the anima to the ‘higher’ masculine 

ultraviolet end as the animus. This spectrum expresses different wavelengths as variations in 

color, sound, and brain state. While color theory is outside the scope of this art process, recent 

studies have found that changes in color not only correlate to but create changes in states of 

consciousness and creativity (Lehrer, 2012). The connection between color, consciousness, and 

creativity has wide ranging implications for art and the artist, reflecting the artists ability to see 

the emotion behind the image, as Jung said. 



 

Imagination  

Imagination will be the key to viewing the soul as a painting, as illustrated by the poet 

and artist William Blake, who Jung emulated in TRB. Blake that “to  the  eyes  of  the  man  

[human]  of  the  imagination,  nature  is  imagination  itself”  (look in Archetypal 



Imagination beginning). This alchemical way of embodying the soul in art connects art and 

nature through the imagination, as Blake indicated. Jung (1961) referred to this alchemical 

relationship between art and nature by echoing an old alchemical adage: “What  nature  

leaves  imperfect,  the  art  perfects” (p. 255).  

 

Recognizing the painted images of alchemy as art, Jung (1961) said that it was not for no 

reason that alchemy was called a great work of art. Significantly, alchemical images probably 

represent the greatest wide-spread arts-based teaching tradition, a tradition which Jung continued 

in the paintings of TRB. While Jung went on to study alchemy extensively after TRB as well, I 

will again stick to the alchemical paintings of this one work, paintings that Jung’s soul (again) 

insisted were “art” and Jung (1961) called “nature” (p. 185). The argument between art and 



nature was reiterated by the modern “Primitivist” painters of Jung’s time who likewise returned 

to nature through ancestral imagery in their art.  

 

 

While I could include many artists to demonstrate this archetypal return to the soul’s 

images in the arts-based research of Jung’s time and today, I will use one from that period, for 

simplicity’s sake. The painter Pablo Picasso was an artist that Jung wrote of researched, and he is 

the artist most often cited in arts-based research, like that of Shaun McNiff, my arts-based 

research representative who quoted Picasso’s proclamation that he “never  made  a  painting  

as  a  work  of  art,  it’s  all  research” (McNiff, 2013, p. 29).  While art has its theory and 



history, this is not its heart. Having studied both, there is a distinction between what is living and 

dead. The painted word and Tom Wolf coined it, is not the living germ or ember of art—which I 

think was part of Jung’s refusal to identify with art. It is the soul energy or mana that he sought 

and embodied in his images and this is alive in the creation not the explanation of art. Art is a 

practice; art theory is theory. In this way the colors come alive and off the page. They have an 

influence . . . they are real because they have a real affect. We metabolize color like food. 

 

 

Color theory is applied alchemy in a body and a body of art. Remembering that the color 

spectrum is the electro-magnetic wave spectrum and that Jung used it for the archetypal 

spectrum—as well as the fact that color is how we see and what we paint with, color is very 

important. There are theories about color which can be seen as a form of alchemy. For 



more information:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1CK9bE3H_s

 http://khairunysarts.blogspot.com/2015/06/task-1-carl-jung-color-psychology.html  

 

Building your color pallet can be thought, but to achieve the primal even barbaric colors that 

Jung described, they need to be felt. Color is about FEELING, and it compels us. Let yourself be 

compelled by the artist as the art and color work with and upon you. Feel into color. 

 

Seeing Through Art works with a combination visual and verbal imagery—returning to the root 

of idea as eidos “to see” and eidein to see through archetypal patterns. It also draws upon a way 

of seeing that synthesizes the right and left eye through the third eye or ajna center.  



 

The ajna center unites opposites of the masculine and feminine, representing the third eye 

which Jung called the highest center of corporeal knowledge, the orphic egg, and divine see. 

Remembering that in this art process we follow post-Jungians like Hillman (1991) and Murray 

Stein (1998) in seeing the anima or soul as “a psychic structure that is common to men and 

women” (p. 128), the third eye can be a symbol of this union of masculine and feminine. In a 

post-Jungian interpretation of the anima or inner female and animus or inner male, we carry 

these primal and primary figures within us as a union of soul and mind and with others.  

 



This psychic structure can be seen to manifest in the brain and body through the 

archetypal concept of the eyes in which the left eye of the soul connects to the right hemisphere 

and the left side of the body and the right eye of the mind connects to the left hemisphere of the 

brain and the right side of the body. The feminine and masculine connect as in a triangle in the 

third eye of the Agni Center, also called the “Seat of the Soul” by scientist and 

philosopher Rene Descartes. The namesake of Cartesian dualism, a concept that lead to a 

perception of a mind and body split, Descartes connected duality through this transcendent third.  

 

In connecting humanity to the images of their ancestral past, while also looking forward 

through what Boehme referred to as the “mystic eye” that looked to eternity, people can 

connect to alpha et omega as the beginning. They also go into different parts of their brain (as 

discussed) and different brain states. The relationship of the mind and vision with differing states 

can be explored at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zESeeaFDVSw 



https://blog.mindvalley.com/brain-waves/ https://medium.com/@beyondtherobot/waking-

dreams-and-visions-how-they-work-bf2c83d41e31  

 

The left eye and right hemisphere dream and translate the dream in art. The right eye and left 

hemisphere translate the image and art into a conceptual understanding. Both hemispheres are 

working together in almost all tasks in some capacity as the corpus callosum bridges these 

worlds. Artists bring up the unconscious and theory helps us understand what they found. 

 



 

Perception affects us, influencing mood and consciousness. It works with feeling to help us 

transform ourselves and our understanding. Used in medical facilities around the world 

applied color theory is based on psychology.  

For more on this and color therapy: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLi6i1eA5xE

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MaH6LOLdJTo  

 

 



 

A final consideration on the brain and how we see is that the left hemisphere associated 

with the animus and rational thought is also associated with conformity and denial in 

studies by scientist V. S. Ramachandran in which patients even denied they were 

paralyzed. What does this have to do with a psychology of sight? I suggest that our 

imbalance in orienting to and through the left hemisphere could be at the root of our 

collective inability to perceive the threat of climate science and potential species extinction. 

Beyond a new way to view and think imaginally, Jung’s art offers a compensatory 

perspective and corrective that could be essential in accurately perceiving our world. 

Lecture by Shlain on Alphabet Versus the Goddess: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQuD62RxrU ; the goddess and thinking    

http://www.thinkingallowed.com/2lshlain.html  ; Leonardo’s Brain (on bihemispheric 

knowing) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SP0y17mpsG0      



 

Begin to ponder and wonder, how do you see as well as what do you see. What lenses are you 

looking through, personal and cultural, that color and limit your perspective. This has 

implications for our perception of not only ourselves but others in overcoming bias.  



  


